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Award-winning artist David Macaulay introduces readers to his hilarious new creations, Sloth and

Sengi, in How Machines Work: Zoo Break!Complete with a unique jacket with an interactive

compound machine incorporating several of the simple mechanisms featured in the book, How

Machines Work: Zoo Break! uses models and illustrations to demonstrate the technology of six

simple machines: levers, pulleys, screws, inclined planes, wedges, and wheels.Follow the mad

antics of Sloth and his sidekick Sengi as they try to find their way out of the zoo with the help of

machines. Their efforts are brought to life through novelty elements including pop-ups, pull-outs,

and lift-the-flaps, allowing readers to explore in greater depth how and why machines work. Spreads

highlight the use of simple machines in everyday objects, such as scissors and clocks, mixers and

whisks, bikes and brakes, while the story contains clear and simple text to engage the reader.
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How Machines Work: Zoo Break!   Turn the gear in the cover to move Sloth up and down!       View

larger

Getting Leverage             View larger               View larger               View larger           Seesaw   Can

you succeed where Sloth and Sengi failed, by launching them over the fence with their new

seesaw? Take Sloth and Sengi out of the pocket and slot together the arms at their bases.       The

Fence   Prop the fence up by sliding the arms into the slots provided.       Prepare for takeoff!   Place



our heroes on the seesaw, and tap, flick, or slap the other side to send them over the pop-up fence.

The Complex Machine             View larger               View larger               View larger           Escape? 

 Sengi&#039;s latest plan is his most ambitious by far. A huge wooden contraption dominates the

enclosure shown on this giant pop-up page.       How exactly does it work?   To find out, explore the

page to see how these simple machines combine.       Lift the flaps!   Follow the numbered arrows,

lifting flaps as you go. How many simple machines can you count along the way?

More Interactive, Pop-Up Fun!             View larger               View larger               View larger          

Not quite plain sailing   Sloth and Sengi start piling whatever they can find from their enclosure

against the fence. They&#039;re almost done when Sloth takes an unscheduled nap. Sengi is about

to wake him when he realizes that Sloth&#039;s sleeping body has formed the last section of the

inclined plane. Freedom is within reach! He leaps up onto Sloth&#039;s head...       Open the

pop-up andÃ¢Â€Â”   The sudden movement causes the pile to collapse. Sloth and Sengi are buried

in an avalanche of stuff. The noise alerts the zookeeper, who is not happyÃ¢Â€Â”he&#039;s the one

who has to clean it up!       A book inside a book!   Sengi sees a book lying in the dirt just outside of

the enclosure. One of the workmen must have left it behind. He reaches through the fence, grabs

the book, and starts leafing through the pages.

Wheels, Pulleys, and Complex Machines             View larger               View larger               View

larger           Wheel and Axle   A wheel and axle consists of a disk (the wheel) with a thin cylinder

(the axle) attached to its center. When you apply an effort to one, a useful effect is produced at the

other.       Pulley Power   It&#039;s moving day for the zoo&#039;s star attraction, and a crane has

been hired for the occasion. Cranes are complex machines that use pulleys, and a number of other

devices, to lift very heavy loads, such as Sloth and Sengi&#039;s new neighbor.       Complex

Machines   Sengi realizes that the bicycle is made up of a few simple machines working together to

make a complex machine. A bicycle uses screws, levers, wheels and axles, and gears to make

getting around easier, faster, and safer.
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